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Abstract. Foreign exchange trading activities are one of the businesses that can generate big 

profits, and provide freedom for business people without the need to provide a large capital. 

Traders often suffer losses due to uncertainty in the market. One of them is market manipulation 

carried out by brokers or banks. For this reason, this research was conducted to detect any 

manipulation that occurred in the foreign exchange market. This research tries to combine 

trading systems, indicators and expert advisors that aim to help traders detect fake market price 

movements to minimize losses that occur due to errors in making transaction decisions. The 

results of the study produce an indicator that is able to detect the potential of certain patterns 

used by the market maker to reverse the direction of market prices and is supported by the 

presence of expert advisors who are able to pinpoint potential market manipulation, so traders 

can avoid large losses. 

1. Introduction 

In this modern age, there are so many business opportunities that are increasingly accessible, one being 

the exchange of currencies in the forex market. Although it can promise big profits, the forex trading 

business is not easy. It takes the expertise that continues to be developed for months or even years to be 

able to get consistent profits. The most influential factor in achieving profits is often based on the 

emotional influence of a trader. Because of the high volume of market fluctuations, traders are often 

carried away by fear and greed, so they come out and violate the existing trading system. Therefore, 

expert advisors and indicators are needed, which can help with decision making and automation of 

trading activities so that trading can take place consistently without being influenced by psychological 

factors. 

Another factor that often brings losses is the market manipulation that is difficult to see for the 

majority of traders. While the forex market is driven by the level of supply and demand of a currency, 

prices are also driven by brokers, hedge funds and banks that have large market shares. These parties 

are able to move prices globally and can often be called market makers. Market makers cannot control 

the direction of market prices, but they can make significant price movements so that they can confuse 

lay traders in determining the direction of the actual price. For this reason, it is necessary to develop a 

system that is able to detect the occurrence of market manipulation that is happening and how to quickly 

notify traders when currently, there is indeed market manipulation. 

2. Literature review 

This section discusses some of the terms in forex trading and related research.  
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2.1. Market maker 

Brokers, hedge-funds and banks with the largest market shares have a huge impact on market price 

movements. These parties are often referred to as market makers. Market makers are those who are 

suspected of being behind market manipulation [1].  

2.2. Stop hunting method  

In forex trading, winning traders benefit from losing traders. Therefore, to gain more profit, some market 

makers commit fraudulent actions by making large volume transactions that affect market price 

fluctuations, in order to confuse many ordinary traders [2]. 

In addition, these price fluctuations also aim to move market prices so that they touch a certain price 

area that has the highest number of Stop Losses from ordinary traders. This is called Stop Hunting. 

After touching the Stop Loss area, usually, the market price will reverse quickly such that lay traders 

react too late to the price movement [1].  

In Figure 1., Stop Hunting occurs in the area of support (the lowest price position), where it is 

estimated that the price will reverse upwards. In this area, many traders place Buy Orders. When buying 

orders, traders will place their stop loss points a few pips below the support area just in case the support 

points are broken. When market makers understand where their stop loss area is, the market maker will 

move prices down to touch the area and immediately reverse direction. 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of Stop Hunting Event 

2.3. Market structure  

The foreign exchange market has a structure / pattern that repeatedly occurs every day [3]. This is the 

most important aspect in identifying market manipulation because this pattern is used by Market Makers 

to manipulate Retail Traders. Keep in mind that Forex is a Zero-Sum Game, where profits from winners 

are obtained from the losing party. Therefore, the Market Maker will try to trap as many Retail Traders 

as possible to make their parties profit. The purpose of understanding market structure is not to fight the 

Market Maker, but to join the Market Maker so that it can produce maximum profits in trading on the 

foreign exchange market. 

Market structure occurs every week, which usually starts on Monday. However, this can happen at 

any time, as long as the pattern is appropriate [4]–[6]. First, the structure begins with market trends that 

are very clear at the beginning of the week. This trend is used by the Market Maker to lure Retail Traders 

to follow trends. For example, in Figure 2., a downtrend is seen at the beginning of the week that causes 

Retail Traders to place Sell Orders in the hope that prices will continue to fall. When enough people 

sell, the Market Maker will make a W pattern in the middle of the week for the last time, trapping Retail 

Traders to sell. After that, the Market Maker reverses the market trend by making a Buy Order at the 

lowest price point to touch the Stop Loss point of the Retail Traders who sell at the beginning of the 

week, while making a profit as market prices move as they want. 
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Figure 2. Weekly Market Structure 

 

2.4. Related work 

Moving averages have been widely used in research related to stock predictions. The stock market and 

currency have similarities in methods, so traders often use the same methods in determining predictions 

of stocks and money markets. Some researchers use the moving average method in predicting price 

movements in the money market or in stocks[1], [6]–[13]. Another method developed by several 

researchers is by combining artificial intelligence, including fuzzy, genetic algorithm and neural 

network [14]–[22]. All methods aim to predict stock prices or currency movements, but what is never 

discussed is determining whether the current price is the result of price manipulation or not. This 

research was developed based on the moving average method and looked for patterns that could be used 

to determine whether or not there was market manipulation.  

 

3. Methodology 

3.1. System analysis 

Stage one: begin with identifying price trends that are clearly visible. The clear price trend is used by 

market makers to persuade / trap retail traders to follow trends. This price trend must be determined in 

advance because without it, the market maker cannot profit because there are no parties trapped. This 

process is run at a 15m timeframe and is usually done at the beginning of the week. 

The second stage is identifying the trap zone area, where the market maker will push the price trend 

for the last time so that retail traders who think that the trend is still continuing are getting trapped. Retail 

traders are lured to Sell Orders towards the Trap Zone. The usual Trap Zone is at the lowest / highest 

price point on the previous day, or the previous week or current week.  

The last step is to identify the existence of stop hunting, which is the entry point for executing Buy / 

Sell Orders. Stop hunting events occur very quickly and can occur at any time so that retail traders do 

not have the opportunity to close their order positions while market makers reap profits from retail 

traders. Stop hunting events occur in the Trap Zone, and after stop hunting occurs, the Buy / Sell orders 

are executed and form like the letters M / W as shown in Figure 3. 

3.2. Trading plan analysis 

Trading is a business. For this reason, planning is needed to benefit consistently. The setup trading used 

is to use the ECR strategy after the M / W pattern or after a stop hunting event occurs. 

First of all, determining the market structure is the first thing to do. The Market Structure starts with 

a clear price trend. In Figure 3, there is a downtrend that can be described by the trendline. Second, 

determine the existence of a stop hunting event or the existence of an M or W pattern at the lowest / 

highest point of the previous day / this week / previous week. The price appears to form a W pattern at 

the lowest point of the previous day. After these two things are determined, the market structure is valid. 
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Next, to determine the entry point, we use the ECR strategy by looking for a cross from EMA-48 & 

EMA-96. Finally, we can enter when the price is retesting at the fastest EMA (48) with a stop of 10 pips 

and Take Profit of 30 pips or more. 

 

 

Figure 3. Example of Stop Hunt Pattern 

3.3. System workflow 

The implementation of market manipulation strategies uses two different workflows.  

The first workflow describes the trading activity workflow by using a full-automatic system that runs 

after the trader has input.  Figure 4. shows the system workflow, which runs a full-automatic expert 

advisor. Traders first determine which currency pair input is intended, how many lots are risked, what 

reward ratio is obtained and the minimum size of the stop candle. Then, the expert advisor will look for 

the highest & lowest points from 1 day ago, the current week and the previous week, which will be 

positioned as an area of potential price reversal (Trap Zone).  

Then, when the price moves, touches the area and reverses the minimum input height, the expert 

advisor will place a Buy / Sell order to position and adjust the stop point & take profit according to the 

input. 

 

Figure 4. System Workflow 
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4. System result 

4.1. Stop hunt indicator 

The indicator made is used to detect the stop candle or candlestick, which is the second leg of the M / 

W pattern, which indicates that market price movements will immediately reverse direction; this can be 

seen in Figure 5. 

The indicator is green & red arrow that points to the candlestick, which is a potential that the price 

movement will immediately reverse. The green arrow indicates that the price is forming a W pattern; 

this indicates the price will turn upwards, and the red arrow indicates that the price indicates the M 

pattern, which indicates the price will turn downwards. The indicator is designed as simple as possible 

to make it easier for traders analyzing the market because the more indicators there are, the more difficult 

it is for traders to see market conditions, thus, potentially bring harm to them. 

 

 

Figure 5. Stop Hunt Indicator Sign 

4.2. MW to telegram expert advisor 

The expert advisor is made to read the output from the indicator and report it to the Telegram channel if 

the indicator has detected potential market manipulation. Furthermore, expert advisors are also able to 

carry out automated trading activities based on these outputs. 

In the MetaTrader 4 application, the expert advisor only gives a view of the amount of equity that 

the trader has, as shown in the dark blue arrow in Figure 6. Expert advisors can be actively executed if 

the amount of equity displays in the upper left corner. In the upper right corner with a light blue arrow, 

there is a symbol of a sullen face, which means the expert advisor is not ready to do auto-trading. To 

activate the feature, it is necessary to set the input settings on the expert advisor by giving the value 

"True" to the input “activate auto-trading”. 

The expert advisor will access the API from Telegram when the indicator detects potential market 

manipulation. Each message is designed as compact as possible so that any new notifications that come 

don't cover the old ones. Information given via Telegram includes currency pairs where market 

manipulation occurs, types of market manipulation patterns, locations of occurrence, size of Stop Hunt 

candle, probabilities and times of occurrence. The first and most important output on Telegram is a 

currency pair where potential market manipulation occurs. This is the most important thing so that 

traders can immediately see the currency pair and get ready to analyze immediately. 
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Figure 6. Expert Advisor Result 

 

4.3. BackTest result 

Backtest is done by entering the input into the expert advisor & indicator and running it on the strategy 

tester feature in the MetaTrader 4 application. This feature will test the expert advisor in the time that 

has been entered. The time of testing is carried out in various time periods. Each entry by an expert 

advisor is entered when the indicator detects potential market manipulation. A stop point is placed right 

at the lowest / highest point of the candle stop, and the risk ratio used is 1: 3. 

One of Backtest was done for the past 3 years (2016-2018) in the EUR / USD pair using inputs with 

a minimum size of a candle stop hike as high as 250 points and a fixed lot size of 1.0. The initial capital 

used is $ 10,000. Figures 7 and Figure 8 show the Backtest process that produces a profit of 124.15%. 

 

Figure 7. EUR/USD pair in 3 years’ backtest process 
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Figure 8. Profit Rate on EUR/USD pair in 3 years 

5. Conclusion 

From the results of implementing detection of potential foreign exchange market manipulations on forex 

indicators and forex market expert advisors, conclusions can be made that the trading system created, 

as well as indicators and expert advisors, can reduce trading risk and generate profits that are consistent 

with expectations of 5-20% per month. Expert advisors and indicators can provide information about 

potential market manipulation accurately. 
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